
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF THE BOEING 700S

The Boeing Next Generation, commonly abbreviated as NG, or Next Gen, is the . Inspired by the Boeing Business Jet, it
features the fuselage of the and Boeing started the program with orders for 55 conversions, with the first After the
introduction of the next generation series, Boeing introduced the.

Boeing was still evaluating as this article went to press the impact of a train derailment in Montana on 3 July
that dislodged six fuselages en route to final assembly in Renton, Washington, from the Spirit AeroSystems
factory in Wichita, Kansas. Clark, who is not at all shy about expressing his opinions, is careful in talking
about the challenges he has faced working with the world's largest aerospace company on an idea that
Boeing's best and brightest once rejected. There's also the question of whether Boeing's current five-year
backlog on production may be cut back drastically, as airlines seek to cancel orders due to slackening demand
Of those, nearly 19, workers are already off the job. Five machines, made outside Seattle by Electroimpact
Inc, have been erected in the plant. Airbus now has 1, model As on order, compared with Boeing's model s.
Also, we feel for the long term it's important that having internal capability is essential to our success. Boeing
had already announced plans to increase production to 42 per month in the first half of , matching current
output by rival Airbus SA of its competing A jet family. Boeing has grown production of the by more than 20
percent, from  Next, floor panels and serving galleys are installed and functional testing begins. And the
changes that are being made in the Renton factory are as significant as those that separate the new s from the
older models. That trend started in the fall of , when British discount carrier easyJet chose Airbus for model
As, replacing Boeing as its fleet supplier. It incorporated the improvements of the Classic series, allowing
longer routes with fewer passengers to be more economical than with the  The next-generation s compete with
the Airbus A family, which has proved a formidable rival. The pilot's muscle forces alone control the tabs.
There are more than Boeing s operating in Africa and more than 4, s in service today. Some of the potential
improvements include better fuel burn, increased range, improved takeoff performance and obstacle clearance.
This aircraft, the 2,rd built, first flew on February 9,  Winglets were not an option. Each hangar has contained
a single assembly line with an adjacent feeder line running alongside. The company only builds the
narrow-body jets at a single site in Renton, Washington. More than 23, layoff notices have been given out so
far, most of them in the Puget Sound area. This week, Carson right noted American's MDs "are not very
efficient with this fuel price," and will need to be replaced sooner or later. The series is the shortest of the four,
at feet 6 inches. All subsequent s will be equipped with structurally enhanced wings that will make it easier for
owners of standard s to retrofit those jetliners with winglets. A QC Quick Change version with palletized
seating allowed for faster configuration changes between cargo and passenger flights. Although the split-tip
design appears to be a new innovation, it traces back to Robb's previous work as a chief aerodynamicist at
McDonnell Douglas. To save production time, and get the plane on the market as soon as possible, Boeing
gave the the same upper lobe fuselage as the and so that the same upper deck cargo pallets could be used for
all three jets. The , leased from Aircraft Leasing Management, was delivered today. Following that pattern, the
other offspring of the Dash 80, the Air Force tanker, was given the model number  The moving line is a
critical part of the production plan. Herb Kelleher, Southwest's chairman, told reporters during the
teleconference his airline needs the new jets so it can continue to expand about 10 percent annually as it serves
new markets along the East Coast. The single-aisle has been Boeing's best-selling airplane this year with 37 of
the company's 40 new orders being for s. At any one moment, nobody knew exactly what was going on.
SEATTLE, March 13 Reuters - Boeing Co has started using a new automated system to build wing panels for
jetliners, an important step in preparing to hit record production speeds while introducing new models of the
popular plane. Kawasaki Heavy will make blended winglets, which increase fuel efficiency and range, the
companies said. As the Post-Intelligencer reported yesterday, Southwest took options and other purchase
rights for an additional next generation s. The Sheffield plant will employ about 30 people when it opens,
Boeing said. Boeing is confident that computational fluid dynamics models have predicted drag characteristics
accurately, Gregg says.


